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The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter® 

 
Since the original patent in 1971, Amazing Products and Amazing Products UK, LLC 
have been manufacturing and improving The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter® and a 
wide range of tools in the Tile and Glass industry. “The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter” 
is our product and Trademark. 

Another Amazing Product is a member of the eBay VeRO Program. As a member of the 
VeRO Program, Amazing Products UK reviews items for sale on eBay daily. Another 
Amazing Product seeks to prevent customer confusion and deceptive sales of products 
that are counterfeit goods, using our Trademarks, descriptions and or images that 
mislead the customer into believing they are genuine items. We work hard to maintain 
and build our brand and therefore, we must zealously protect our intellectual property 
rights from infringers. Another Amazing Product only sells The Amazing Tile And Glass 
Cutter® to authorized sellers and does not sell low-quality products. Seller ID Another-
Amazing-product-USA and Seller ID Another-Amazing-Product-UK are the only 
Authorized sellers of our products on eBay. 

Although Another Amazing Product works to ensure that all unauthorized use of its 
intellectual property is removed from eBay, it is difficult to identify and remove every 
unauthorized item. The fact that others are selling product that infringe Another 
Amazing Product’ intellectual property rights does not give others the right to do so. As 
a seller, you have the responsibility to ensure that your auctions do not violate the 
intellectual property rights of another. If you have any questions concerning counterfeit 
products or Another Amazing Product’ intellectual property rights, please contact us at 
fakes@theamazingtileandglasscutter.com 
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Copyright Infringement 
Amazing Products UK, LLC T/A Another Amazing Product operates primarily from the 
official site www.AnotherAmazingProductUSA.com Editorial contents of the website, 
including texts and photographs used without authorization are an infringement of our 
intellectual property rights, which may lead to eBay listings being reported and taken 
down for copyright infringement. 

To eBay Buyers 
Another Amazing Product’s merchandise is being sold through a secured supply chain. 
If any Another Amazing Product items or “The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter” products 
are being sold online for less than the stated price in the market, it may indicate a 
counterfeit 

To eBay Sellers: 
Another Amazing Product does not tolerate sales of counterfeit products, nor violation of 
our trademarks. Another Amazing Product will request eBay to remove infringing 
listings. 

Frequently Asked Questions: 
Q: Why was my auction removed?  

A: Your eBay auction was removed by eBay because we believe that the item being 
sold was counterfeit and/or infringes on our intellectual property.  

Q: How did Another Amazing Product determine that the goods in my auction were 
counterfeit and/or infringing intellectual property rights?  

A: Due to the nature of eBay, we must make our decisions based on the descriptions 
and pictures provided in your auction. Unfortunately, we do not disclose the specific 
ways in which we identify counterfeit products so the information cannot be used by 
counterfeiters to further produce fake products.  

Q: Why was my auction singled out? I see a bunch of other auctions selling the same 
items!  

A: We work earnestly to ensure that the majority of auctions offering infringing good are 
removed from eBay. Given the high volume of merchandise that is offered for sale, it is 
almost impossible to identify and remove all auctions in a timely manner. 

Q: May I use The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter images from 
www.TheAmazingTileAndGlassCutter.com or from an authorized sellers site?  

A: No. The Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter images are protected by copyright and may 
not be reproduced. We do not authorize the use of copyright images to unaffiliated third 
parties.   

Q: Can I legally sell a counterfeit product if I identify the product as “Replica,” “Like The 
Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter Inspired by ,” “Fake” or a “Knock Off”?  



A: No. The manufacture, distribution, advertising for sale and/or sale of counterfeit 
goods is illegal and carries criminal penalties and civil liability in the U.S. and other 
countries. A disclaimer about the authenticity of goods does not shield you from liability.   

Q: Why do you care if I sell a single counterfeit Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter product? 

 A: We have a zero tolerance policy for the sale of counterfeit product. The sale of 
counterfeit products causes monetary and reputational damage. Further, counterfeit  
products are of an inferior quality and do not come with the same warranties and 
guarantees as the authentic Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter products.  

Q: What if I did not know that my item was counterfeit? 

A. As a seller, it is your responsibility to ensure that the items you list for sale are 
authentic.  

Q: Can You verify the authenticity of my Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter product?  

A: We are unable to verify the authenticity of any product purchased on eBay that was 
not purchased directly from Another-Amazing-Product-USA (eBay USA) or Another-
Amazing-Product-UK (eBay UK).   

Q: I believe I purchased counterfeit Amazing Tile And Glass Cutter merchandise on 
eBay. What should I do? 

 A: First, contact the seller directly and ask for the appropriate resolution (i.e., a 
complete refund). Second, immediately review eBay's dispute resolution policies and 
proceed with a dispute resolution and a fraud report.  

 Q: Why didn’t you contact me before terminating my auction?  

A: Due to the large volume of items for sale on eBay, it is not possible to contact and 
follow up with each seller to ensure that appropriate action is taken. 

For further information you can contact usoffice@amazingproductsuk.com 
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